Espace réservé à DAPHNE LAB

Cachet du Daphne Point ou Barcode

Entreprise conforme à la norme UNI EN ISO 9001 pour la qualité

Site Web et courriel
www.daphnelab.com - info@daphnelab.com
Numéros de téléphone
Tél. +39.02.37920609 - +39.06.87811887
Fax +.39.02.45509949
Demande à adresser à :
DAPHNE LAB c/o Eldavia
Via Milano, 2 - 81030 Lusciano CE - ITALIE

FR

ADRESSE FISCALE

ADRESSE D'EXPLOITATION

Nom de l'entreprise / Société

Nom de l'entreprise / Société

Nom de famille

Nom de famille

Titre (p. ex.

Prénom

Localisation

Lieu de naissance

Province / État

Code postal

Date de naissance

Province / État

MOIS

JOUR

ADHÉSION AU CIRCUIT DES DAPHNE POINT FORM.93 - Vers.1.3c du 11/11/2019©

Dr., Prof.)

Adresse

Adresse

Code postal

Titre (p. ex.

Prénom

Dr., Prof.)

Localisation

Province / État

Numéro de téléphone

ANNÉE

Code fiscal

Téléphone portable

Numéro de TVA

Fax

Numéros de téléphone privés

Courriel

Site Web

ADRESSE POSTALE
Nom de l'entreprise / Société

Personne à contacter
Nom de famille
Catégorie d'appartenance (p. ex. Herboristerie, pharmacie, etc.)
Titre (p. ex.

Prénom

Dr., Prof.)

Contacts du réseau social (Facebook - Twitter - Linkedin - Skype)
Adresse
Notes
Code postal

Localisation

Province / État

Comment recevoir les BioMetaTests
Zone réservée (Aucun frais d'expédition et d'impression)

Code promotionnel /
Code agent

Vous souhaitez saisir vos données sur sur notre site?
OUI Notes
NON

Courrier (Temps d'attente plus élevée
Frais d'expédition et d'impression)

Les soussignés consentent au traitement des données personnelles et confidentielles nécessaires pour s’inscrire en tant qu’affilié de Daphne Point et acceptent les
"Conditions générales de fourniture de BioMetaTest Daphne".

Les formulaires non signés ou datés ne seront pas traités.
Attention: remplissez aussi le verso du formulaire!

Lieu et date

Signature lisible

SIGNATURE
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Daphne Lab, BioMetaTest, Daphne Point, sont des marques de commerce accordées aux entreprises locales Formulaire appartenant à Unizenic Limited.

®

Form 93 owned by UNIZENIC called "Request for participation in the
Daphne Point" composed of two pages
Vers. 1.2 EN - 28-12-2017

CONCESSION CONTRACT FOR THE SALE OF PRODUCTS,
SERVICES AND USE OF LOGOS
BETWEEN
UNIZENIC Limited based in 5, Secretary's Lane GX111AA
GIBRALTAR concessionaire of the Daphne Lab trademarks and
owner of the technology of BioMetaTest on the site
www.daphnelab.com, hereinafter called "Daphne Lab" or
grantor
AND
the signatory contractor who has already completed the front of
this form, hereinafter called "Daphne Point" or "Point".

as the spread for the distribution of fake or altered
BioMetaTests.
5. The Daphne Lab and the Point recognize to act as independent
contractors and that the signing of this contract does not imply
the establishment or the right for the Point to claim any agency
relationship, representation, partnership, joint venture or
other form of association. This contract does not entitle any
parties to represent, act, bind for or commit to the other part.
Any change related to the data of Point contained in this form
93 (front or back) shall be immediately notified to Daphne Lab.
The latest version of this agreement shall always be available
on www.daphnelab.com by 24th of each month. Shall the
point not terminate the contract within thirty days, it is agreed
that all the changes are accepted.
6. This agreement is effective from the date of its signing and
shall have a term of one year. It will be renewed automatically
for an equal period if it is not terminated by either party by
registered mail. Either party may freely terminate the
agreement by giving communication to the other party by
registered mail with a thirty days notice, as long as the Daphne
Point does not outstanding payments with Daphne Lab.
7. By signing this contract, the Point acknowledges that it has
received, read and accepted all legal notices, the
methodologies, the use of BioMetaTests and all other
information and has reviewed the sample of BioMetaTest
received and it is aware that the BioMetaTests have
bioelectronics-bioenergetics
nature
within
naturopathic
science.
Any disputes concerning the interpretation or execution of this
contract shall be referred exclusively to the courts of Gibraltar.
This contract consists of two pages.

WHEREAS UNIZENIC operates the distribution – by press or
training - of methodologies related to the correct feeding style and
the psychophysical wellness on naturopathic base, as well as to
the performance of “BioMetaTests”, as editorial products,
according to the methodology of Unizenic Limited, of which it is
the licensee of the trademarks and for the sale of products and
additional services.
The Daphne Point intends to market in its own store the above
mentioned editorial products, also called BioMetaTest, provided by
the grantor Unizenic (Daphne Lab) favoring the distribution on the
territory without exclusive.
THE PARTIES AGREED AS FOLLOWS
1. The premises and any attachments form integral parts of the
contract. The Daphne Lab entrusts the marketing of its
editorial products and of the BioMetaTests called Thema or
panels, according to the commercial offer in force and
according to the updates that from time to time will follow.
2. The Daphne Point commits to buy and pay the products of
interest at the price list in force and at the time the order is
placed. The Point is not obligated to any purchase or payment
of fee, unless otherwise agreed. The Point shall pay the
amount simultaneously to the submission of the request
(mod.62) and in a unique solution - unless otherwise agreed
with the Daphne Lab - by bank transfer or by a different
modality, previously agreed with Daphne Lab. The selling price
to final customers of the products offered in concession cannot
in any case exceed the amount eventually indicated on the
cover nor be less than the amount of Euro 80.00 (eighty) in
order to avoid unfair competition between the Points.
Should the Point decide to purchase packages of BioMetaTests,
in order to access the available discounts, the payment shall
be made in advance. The purchase of the Themas is intended
finalised with the request sent to Daphne Lab through the form
62. Each BioMetaTest shall be performed within twelve months
from the purchase.
3. The Daphne Lab, for the entire duration of this contract, grants
the Point the use of its trademarks, including the company
logo, and the use of the name "Daphne Point" and its logo,
that the Point shall use in its store, on letterheads and forms
related to the products object of this contract. The Daphne
Point, unless otherwise agreed, shall not have areas under
concession or exclusivity. The Point shall be deleted from the
Daphne website after a year of inactivity. It will be inserted
again in case of new purchases of BioMetaTests.
4. The collection of personal and sensitive customer’s data by
the Point shall comply with local laws on Privacy and will
happen through the use of form 62 that the Daphne Lab shall
remain the responsible for the data processing. The Point shall
verify the truthfulness of the customer’s data and shall fill out
the form 62 in all its parts. Otherwise Daphne Lab may not
provide the correct BioMetaTest. During its activity of
promotion and sale to the end customers of the products
supplied by Daphne Lab, the Point shall always their nature of
editorial products that The Daphne Bio Energetic Analysis do
not have prescriptive, neither medical, nor clinical purposes
and do not replace any medical treatment. For the correct use
of the Daphne Bio Energetic Analysis please refer to the
informative notes at www.daphnelab.com. The Point shall also
be responsible for the compensation for any damage due to
incorrect or incomplete detection and transmission of final
customers’ data and for samples taken from the same as well

Date, __________________________________________
The Point (legible signature)

SIGNATURE

_______________________________________________

Point Stamp
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